
Socionics Theorem The MBTI®

Brief History:

Socionics theorem, available
since the 1970s, currently

represents one of the least

known albeit newest
interpretations of Carl Jung’s

original Psychological Types.

The MBTI®, available since the
1940s, currently represents one

of the most widely used and

accepted interpretations of Carl
Jung’s original Psychological

Types, first written in the 1920s.

Created primarily by Aushra
Augusta, a Lithuanian

Psychologist and ‘ILE’ type

according to the Socionic model
of the psyche.

Created primarily by Isabel
Briggs, an American psycho-

theorist and ‘INFP’ type

according to the Myers-Briggs
Temperament Instrument®.

A relatively new and modern

theorem with re-worked theories
and ideas from Carl Jung,

Sigmund Freud and Antoni

Kepinski.

Based almost entirely off Carl

Jung's theories with the inclusion
of a 'four types of person' model

derived from centuries old

observations.

The Sixteen Psychological Types:

Sixteen base types identified as

secondary reference points for
understanding relationships.

Sixteen absolute types identified

as primary reference points for
understanding individuals.

Generally places an emphasis on

an individual type as relative to
other types to varying degrees.

Generally places an emphasis on

an individual type as absolute
with specific 'pros and cons'.

Minimal potential for The Forer

Effect when describing individual
as types.

Maximal potential for The Forer

Effect when describing
individuals as types.

The Sixteen Inter-Type Relations:

Relationships between four out
of sixteen types appear unequal

and asymmetrical.

Relationships between all sixteen
types appear equal and

symmetrical.

It is generally ‘easier’ to
understand relationships because

inter-type interactions are the

'reference point'.

It is generally ‘harder’ to
understand relationships because

the individual types themselves

are the 'reference point'.
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Integrates an information

metabolism theory to describe

effects of social interaction.

No such theory describing effects

of social interactions.

Integrates an idea of clubs also

known as 'occupational mindsets'

that links four types with
common interests together.

No such idea of clubs described.

Integrates a recent ‘small group

dynamics’ quadra model that
focuses on the effects of specific

individuals interacting together.

No such 'small group dynamics'

quadra model described.

Integrates a new temperaments
model linking four types who

share similar dispositions.

Integrates an ancient
temperaments model that links

four types with similar purposes.

Personal Development:

Socionics theorem can

potentially facilitate growth

through the social collaboration
of specific types.

The MBTI® can help facilitate

growth through detailing your

supposed 'pros & cons' for your
type.

A functional analysis with the

standard Model A can potentially
facilitate growth by outlining the

building blocks of your type.

The MBTI® doesn't usually

discuss Jungian functions and
has no standard model of the

psyche.

Freedom of Speech:

An open-source and

decentralized area of study

driven by a growing community
around the world.

A closed-source and centralized

discipline developed in-line with

a few so-called MBTI® Trusts
around the world.

An enthusiast, a so-called

Socionist would reasonably
require a passion to understand

and discuss their conclusions.

An official practitioner of the

MBTI® would ideally require a
certification from an approved

institution that offers it.

FREE as in 'freedom of speech'
although not necessarily free as

in 'free beer'.

COMMERCIALISED as in costing
money, prone to piracy and

misuse by non-practitioners.

Flexible and on-going debates
generally revising new ideas.

Rigid and stagnant debates
generally revising old ideas.
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SOCIONIC TYPES

Sorted by Quadras (columns):

Alpha (α) Beta (β) Gamma (γ) Delta (δ)

ILE (ENTp) SLE (ESTp) SEE (ESFp) IEE (ENFp)

SEI (ISFp) IEI (INFp) ILI (INTp) SLI (ISTp)

ESE (ESFj) EIE (ENFj) LIE (ENTj) LSE (ESTj)

LII (INTj) LSI (ISTj) ESI (ISFj) EII (INFj)

Sorted by Clubs (columns) and Temperaments (rows):

Socialites
(SF)

Researchers
(NT)

Pragmatists
(ST)

Humanitarian
s(NF)

Extroverted

Irrationals (Ep)
SEE (ESFp) ILE (ENTp) SLE (ESTp) IEE (ENFp)

Extroverted
Rationals (Ej)

ESE (ESFj) LIE (ENTj) LSE (ESTj) EIE (ENFj)

Introverted
Irrationals (Ip)

SEI (ISFp) ILI (INTp) SLI (ISTp) IEI (INFp)

Introverted

Rationals (Ij)
ESI (ISFj) LII (INTj) LSI (ISTj) EII (INFj)

Note: The four letter acronyms in parentheses represent the approximate MBTI®

type equivalents. However, Socionic types are not equal to the   MBTI  ®   types   due

to differences in how they are assembled from Carl Jung's Psychological Types.

MBTI® TYPES

Sorted by Ancient Temperaments (columns):

Guardians (SJ) Artisans (SP) Idealists (NF) Rationals (NT)

ISTJ ISTP INFP INTP

ISFJ ISFP INFJ INTJ

ESTJ ESTP ENFP ENTP

ESFJ ESFP ENFJ ENTJ

Note: This 'four types of person' model has been revised throughout the

centuries by philosophers and theorists. It can also be used as a political model.
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Compatibility:

● Socionic Types are superficially approximate to the MBTI®

types. A complete functional analysis that goes beyond the

surface of each type will uncover the Jungian building blocks

of each revealing the exact differences.

● Socionic Quadras have no equivalent under the MBTI®

system.

● Socionic Clubs are semi-equivalent to the ancient

temperaments in the MBTI® system. Researchers (NT's) and

Humanitarians (NF's) match up perfectly but the Socialites

(SF's) and Pragmatists (ST's) do not.

● Socionic Temperaments have no equivalent under the MBTI®

system.

Why should I study Socionics?

● To gain an awareness of different ways of thinking and

resulting lifestyles. 

● To increase your level of tolerance towards others with inter-

type relations’ theory. 

● To help resolve your relationship issues lowering your need

for external assistance. 

● To guide your 'good-for-me' relationships and avoid the 'bad-

for-me' ones. 

● It’s free, as in 'freedom of speech', to learn, discuss and apply

from growing resources around the Web.
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Why should I study the MBTI®?

● To gain an awareness of general differences in personality

theory such as introvert and extrovert, sensing and intuition,

thinking and feeling etc.

● To increase your appreciation of another type's 'pros and

cons' relative to yourself.

● To keep things relatively simple in appreciating differences

without going too deep.

● To indulge yourself with personality descriptions, career

suggestions and other dogmatic advice for your type.

● It's free, as in plagiarism of information reverse-engineered

from official practitioners past, present and future.

Socionics versus the MBTI® – at a glance:

● If you want a comprehensive and modern look at how types

work and relate with other types consciously and

unconsciously then take a look at Socionics.

● If you want a simple and traditional way of appreciating

differences in personality theory then stick with the MBTI®.
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